Federal mail for derivative product handling. Federal mail for delivering
false statements about financial product analysis. Seems like this should
earn some folks some Racketeering Charges BUT our system is so
convoluted I won't hold my breath.
I will NOT serve as a witness in any legal case. I've
shown society and AG what's up. Anyone wanting
legal justice needs to figure out how to make it
happen without me. My interest is Karmic in
nature..
--Income AFTER taxes and AFTER all expenses is $6,000/mo.
--Current Debt was 869/mo + 400 prop tax + 100 insurance = $1369/mo
--Proposed Debt was 1952/mo + 400 prop tax + 100 insurance = $2452/mo
--Irrelevant Debt was 2618+ 400+100 =3118/mo (15 year term)
-- Current Debt/Income = 1369/6000 = 22%
-- Proposed Debt Income = 2452/6000 = 41%
-- Irrelevant Debt/Income = 3118/6000 = 52% (15 year payment)
I was declined because an irrelvant ratio was over 45%.
NOTE: Income on these is with after tax dollars. For proper risk eval, my income should
be adjusted up, in which cases these ratios drop much more. I attempted to get Execs
and Legal to adjust even given their nonsensical guidelines, but they refused to adjust,
and THAT is how you know this was NOT about qualifying anyone. See Legal Email
Volley 2 for details.
--All Banks are dealing in derivative HELOCs. --All banks are pushing into repayment
periods. -- BofA is the only one that I know of that is taking the game to this level -- On
8/10/15, I saw a PNC notice from someone else and they are no longer offering the fast
refi.. so they may have joined BofA with the games.

A HELOC isn't a mortgage, it's a Line of Credit. A credit product, not a
mortgage product. Ask any credit reporting bureau for confirmation on
that...

